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that there can be no justification for actually fighting a nuclear war. Even a government pamphlet ... aggressor be deterred by a
threat to do anything less than.. Should Canadian forces be armed with nuclear weapons? Our own answer is a flat unqualified
no.... Nothing can justify nuclear war.... The first step towards .... would have nothing to do with the things, and a military and
political realism which insists that ... sovereignty) are so important that they justify the use of almost any means. ... (5) It is
wrong to have a conditional intention to use nuclear weapons.. Nuclear weapons will nevertheless spread, with a new member
occasionally joining ... To build defences so patently strong that no one will try to destroy or ... Can country A find justification
for a preventive or pre-emptive strike against B if B, .... One might hope that major war could not happen in a world without
nuclear weapons, ... war on the scale of the 1940s is less to worry about than anything nuclear. ... Iran, or possible non-state
violent entities is justified, but denuclearization of .... The message that one's nation will be satisfied with nothing less than an
attack ... A crucial characteristic of nuclear weapons is that they are .... "Nothing can justify war. ... those who hunger and are
not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed. War ... Ours is a world of nuclear giants and ethical infants.. If either or
anything is to survive, they must find a way to create an ... Initiation of nuclear war at any level cannot be morally justified in
any conceivable situation.. “Nothing can justify terrorism — ever,” Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon ... by suppressing
recruitment of terrorists and eliminating their weapons supply. ... adopted by the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism
offered a .... Nothing can justify the continued denial of equal justice and opportunity Each forward step in the battle against ...
There is no sane description of a nuclear war.. would seem for the nihilist, can be waged willy-nilly, without justification.
Another ... If anything is ever immoral, then Hitler's war waging was immoral.. It is clear from the first paragraph of Part II on
that nuclear war will be ... judgment that no ends can justify such means, that nuclear deterrence and war are mala in se. It is
clear from the first pages of Part II of the Pastoral Letter that nothing can .... And if it has, will upgraded nuclear weapons keep
America safer? Even if ... But Hollywood had to invent alien monsters to justify the use of these weapons. ... No one is talking
about unilateral disarmament, but joint, verifiable .... A Novel of the Cold War Craig R. Eisendrath ... Nothing could justify
nuclear weapons— except yesterday, hadn't he justified them, well, hadn't he, in his flight .... Importantly, deterrence became
not only a purported strategy, but the very grounds on which governments justified nuclear weapons themselves.. Nuclear
Weapons and U.S. National Security Thomas M. Nichols ... the United States, no argument based on national survival will
justify immediate nuclear retaliation. Nothing will be excusable by any appeal to reciprocity, since it is a bedrock .... The US
could only safely use a fraction of its nuclear stockpile without harming Americans through an environmental event called
'nuclear .... She believes she cannot do anything to change her odds. ... This review of the survey data will suggest that ordinary
people's nuclear war beliefs have ... Hedonists believe that the prospect of nuclear war justifies immediate gratification, and ....
No doubt Netanyahu would say no. How do nuclear-armed nations justify their double-standard on nuclear weapons? Mostly
through fear- .... Nuclear armageddon is the global peril that time forgot. ... But the number of nuclear weapons, far from
stopping at a minimum level that might be justified ... It is our great good fortune – nothing more – that has spared us from ...
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